We invite you to be a Duke Children’s Gala Sponsor

Gala Sponsor  $50,000
- Up to Sixteen Gala tickets
- Four tickets to a VIP pre-reception with keynote speaker and Duke leadership
- Keynote speaker to be seated at table
- Acknowledgement during evening remarks by Duke leadership
- One Washington Duke Inn guest room for Saturday evening
- Invitation for six to a Coach K Closed Practice Session for Duke Children’s guests (Date TBD)
- Recognition and listing on Duke Children’s Gala web page, printed program, invitation, and N2 publication
- Recognition and listing at the event – can include corporate logo
- Table sign and name tag ribbon

The portion of the sponsorship level that is deductible as a charitable contribution is $47,550.

Innovators Sponsor  $25,000
- Fourteen Gala tickets
- Two tickets to a VIP pre-reception with keynote speaker and Duke leadership
- Acknowledgement during evening remarks by Duke leadership
- Invitation for four to a Coach K Closed Practice Session for Duke Children’s guests (Date TBD)
- Recognition and listing on Duke Children’s Gala web page and printed program
- Recognition and listing at the event – can include corporate logo
- Table sign and name tag ribbon

The portion of the sponsorship level that is deductible as a charitable contribution is $23,050.

Leadership Sponsor  $10,000
- Ten Gala tickets
- Acknowledgement during evening remarks by Duke leadership
- Invitation for two to a Coach K Closed Practice Session for Duke Children’s guests (Date TBD)
- Recognition and listing on Duke Children’s Gala web page and printed program
- Recognition and listing at the event – can include corporate logo
- Table sign and name tag ribbon

The portion of the sponsorship level that is deductible as a charitable contribution is $8,750.

Children’s Champion Table Sponsor  $5,000
- Ten Gala tickets
- Recognition and listing on Duke Children’s Gala web page and printed program
- Recognition and listing at the event – can include corporate logo
- Table sign and name tag ribbon

The portion of the sponsorship level that is deductible as a charitable contribution is $4,000.

To secure your sponsorship please contact:
Debbie Taylor
Duke Children’s Development
919-385-0045, debra.l.taylor@duke.edu